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Main features include: drawing of 2D geometrical shapes, 2D and 3D mathematical calculations,
plots of 2D and 3D coordinates, (2D) text, layers, block, section, and spline objects, and settings for
font, line, color, and dimension styles. Version history AutoCAD Release Date Release Name Notes

1980 Nov. 28 (Not a release) AutoCAD Released by Tim Seufert 1982 Dec. 1 AutoCAD 1.0 A
professional drafting program. 1982 Nov. 15 AutoCAD 2.0 A sophisticated system for creating

complex drawings with unlimited precision. 1983 Nov. 8 AutoCAD 3.0 Adds the ability to save and
reopen drawings. In addition, the data structure of a drawing is now stored on disk rather than

memory, which reduces the impact of power outages. 1984 Dec. 3 AutoCAD 3.1 A bug fix release.
1985 Nov. 26 AutoCAD 3.5 Introduces the AutoLISP programming language. 1986 Nov. 24 AutoCAD

3.6 Supports the Windows 3.0 operating system. 1987 Oct. 30 AutoCAD 3.7 Provides a user interface
in Motif. 1988 Nov. 11 AutoCAD 3.8 Introduces improved editing and drawing tools. 1989 Nov. 8
AutoCAD 3.9 Features the new GUI. 1990 Nov. 6 AutoCAD 3.10 Provides the ability to plot to a

multipage PostScript file. 1991 Nov. 6 AutoCAD 3.20 Introduces the Dynamic Graphics Interchange
file format, which reduces the time for editing and exchange between programs. 1992 Feb. 4

AutoCAD 3.30 Provides the ability to view the object database with a Windows 3.1 screen saver, and
more generally it has been adapted to handle any number of simultaneous users. 1993 Feb. 7

AutoCAD 3.40 Introduces the new grid layout technology, and supports the Windows API. 1994 Mar.
9 AutoCAD 3.50 Adds layer editing, new text editor, and a new graph plotting feature. 1995 Apr. 20
AutoCAD 3.60 Introduces the ability to plot with splines. 1996 Jun. 6 AutoCAD 3.70 Introduces the

ability to plot to a double-sided printer. 1997 Nov. 18 AutoCAD 3.80 Adds a Screen mode for printing.
1998 Nov. 25 AutoCAD 3.90 Introduces the ability to plot to a file server, as well as two

AutoCAD [Latest]

User interfaces AutoCAD Product Key 2.0 shipped with a 3-button mouse interface (a small, medium
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and large button), a keyboard-based interface, a 4-button mouse interface (a small button, a
medium button, and two large buttons), and a 3-button multifunction mouse interface (a small

button, a medium button and two large buttons). The button sizes and the mouse functions remain
the same in AutoCAD Cracked 2022 Latest Version 2.1 and later, but the 3-button mouse interface is
no longer available for installing on personal computers, and the multifunction mouse interface is no

longer available for licensing. The 4-button mouse interface and 3-button multifunction mouse
interface are available for OEMs to install on a computer together with AutoCAD. The 3-button mouse

interface includes the standard icons for drawing an arc, arc ending, straight line, circular arc, and
three types of 3D views. The 3-button mouse interface also has two additional icon buttons: a 3D

view icon for switching between 3D views, and a trigonometry icon for providing orthographic,
isometric, and topographic views. The 4-button mouse interface includes the standard icons for

drawing a line, arc, arc end, circular arc, straight line, and perspective view. The 4-button mouse
interface also includes a set of special-purpose icons, which are shown in Figure 3. The special icons

include an icon for starting the extraction process, an icon for adjusting the tolerance of the
extraction process, an icon for creating a clipping mask, an icon for adding a block to the path, an
icon for selecting a region of a block, an icon for selecting a component, and a cross mark icon for

selecting a point on a component. The 3-button multifunction mouse interface includes the standard
icons for arc, arc end, and straight line, circular arc, and 3D view. It also includes a set of special-

purpose icons, which are shown in Figure 4. The special icons include an icon for extracting a
component, an icon for adding a block to the path, an icon for adding a unit, and an icon for adding

an edge. Since AutoCAD 2007, the 3-button mouse interface supports double-click menus in the
drawing area. A new menu, the active display menu, allows the user to adjust the active display. The

4-button mouse interface supports double-click menus in the drawing area. A new menu, the
drawing area ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Download

Create a drawing. Open the file where you have saved the keygen. Right-click on the keygen, click
"Run as administrator" Open "Autocad.exe" How to use the license To create a new drawing, click on
the "New" option. Select "AutoCAD 2007 (14.5) or later" Click on "Change." The license key is saved
in a folder named "LicenseFile." How to use the product Upgrading a drawing You must choose the
option of version upgrade from the File menu. Click on "Upgrade my drawings." The list of your
drawings appear. Select the drawings you want to upgrade and click "Upgrade." The drawings will be
upgraded to the latest version. You can now restart the application. Help You can access the help by
pressing the F1 key. You can access the autocad help by clicking on the help icon (Figure 1). Figure
1. Help icon New in AutoCAD 2008 Bug fixes and other changes in this release Export to PDF Export
to DXF Apply color to single line Double-click on any object to change its color, or select the "Change
color" on the main menu and then select "Change color to" (Figure 2). Figure 2. Change color Color
from Solid (Figure 3) Double-click on any object to change its color, or select the "Color from solid"
on the main menu and then select "Solid color" (Figure 3). Figure 3. Color from solid Color from Base
(Figure 4) Double-click on any object to change its color, or select the "Color from base color" on the
main menu and then select "Base color" (Figure 4). Figure 4. Color from base color Color from Shared
(Figure 5) Double-click on any object to change its color, or select the "Color from shared" on the
main menu and then select "Shared color" (Figure 5). Figure 5. Color from shared Black Point Double-
click on any object to change its color, or select the "Black point" on the main menu and then select
"Black" (Figure 6). Figure 6. Black point Label

What's New In AutoCAD?

Adobe Illustrator improvements: Sharpen Layers for ease of illustration and simplifies illustration of
textured items. TeraCopy: Eliminate the need to hand-digitize graphics and place annotations.
Quickly transfer objects from one drawing to another with text, shapes, and symbols. Annotation
improvements: Shapes and text remain editable when transferred to other drawings. See and
interact with annotations in a new QuickAnnotation tool. Highlight, Unhighlight, and remove
annotations in one step. Annotations are now compatible with the "Snap to" feature for editing by
coordinate/vertices. Fillet (regular and skewed) for polylines and splines: Draw splines and polylines
and create fillets. Includes LOD support. (video: 2:20 min.) Rasterize for annotation: Annotations can
now be placed on top of color images in a simple way. Freehand Stroke tool: Have more fun with a
freehand tool that allows you to draw simple paths. Annotation capabilities are based on your
drawing. Rasterize (Regional) and Rasterize (Warp) for polylines and splines: Regional rasterization
allows you to specify that a selected polyline or spline be rasterized when copied or moved. This
allows the appearance of partial transparency in a rasterized region. The ability to warp regions adds
the ability to distort a region. Create new View: A new View command makes it easy to create new,
textured views of drawings for annotating. New buttons are added to the View toolbar for choosing
View type. See what’s new in AutoCAD LT 2023 Multi-Instance support: The Multi-Instance command
now supports drawings with multiple instances. Scripting improvements: The scripting language
contains four new commands: Extract, ExtractExisting, Create, and Edit. It also features faster
scripting and many other improvements. Extract command now supports creating multiple views,
using custom extents. It also supports extracting from layouts, markup files, and AutoCAD objects.
ExtractExisting command lets you extract existing portions of a drawing to a new drawing. You can
extract regions from the viewport, from drawings, from layouts, and from AutoCAD objects
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Recommended: OS: Windows 7 Windows 8.1 Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i3 or i5 4GB RAM
DirectX 9.0c Gamepad: Xbox 360/One Bluetooth v4.0 Peripheral: Mouse Keyboard Software: Visual
Studio 2017 Additional: Internet connection Description:
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